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It will have a great change and a profound significance for the existing tax 
collection and administration’s work through the design and implementation of the 
self-help tax terminal of Municipal Tax Bureau. Firstly, the self-help tax terminal 
system can solve the problem which the number of personnel sharply increased after the 
value-added tax(VAT) and the lack of equipment. The self-help tax terminal not only 
can save tax costs greatly, but also can solve the problem of serious shortage of tax staff 
during the reporting period and improve the efficiency of tax declaration, tax inspection 
etc. It will facilitate taxpayers in the tax related matters greatly. It also plays an active 
role in improving the tax compliance of taxpayers. Secondly, the self-help tax terminal 
system on the condition that it is conducive to achieve standardized management 
follows the technical standards of International Standardization Organization. The 
self-help tax terminal system has the characteristic that it can adapt to the entire 
business. The system adopt the standard encoding design and construction. It can aslo 
achieve unified identity, resource management, unified authentication, unified content 
management ,interface customization and standardized management under the premise 
of meeting the functional requirements of the business. Finally, the self-help tax 
terminal system can reflect the tax dynamics visually. 
Based on the J2EE structure, relying on information technology and the intuitive 
form of structure, this article transformed a large number of static information of the 
taxpayer into the real time in formation and trends of the changes of tax and tax burden. 
It satisfies the requirements of the self-help tax terminal automation, systematization, 
normalization and standardization. It can actually give some feedback of the tax 
declaration and provides detailed and accurate data support for the report analysis of the 
tax authority and the financial department. The key of the self-help tax terminal is 
which can achieve full coverage of all taxes and work flow. Firstly, the article analyzed 
the demand of the self-help tax terminal system; Secondly, it designed the self-help tax 
















implementation. In this article, the design of the self-help tax terminal of Fuqing 
Municipal Tax Bureau can meet the requirements of general taxpayer of VAT 
declaration、small-scale VAT declaration、consumption tax declaration, quarterly 
corporate income tax, enterprise income tax annual report, financial statement, VAT 
invoice authentication, special ticket certification notice printing, anti-fake tax control 
IC card and so on.It can meet the needs of the tax authorities and taxpayers in Fuqing 
City basically. 
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